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Mark schemes

(a)    heat / energy
11

given out / transfers to surroundings

the mark for given out / transfers to cannot be awarded without heat
/ energy

allow given off
1

(b)     (i)      decreases
1

increases
1

(ii)     it gives the particles more energy
1

it makes the particles move faster
1

[6]

(a)     water / H2O

allow steam or hydrogen oxide
1

2

(b)     (i)      A
1

(ii)     exothermic
1

products (energy) lower than reactants (energy)
1

(iii)     1860 (kJ)
1

(c)     (i)      22.5
1

38.7
1

16.2

allow ecf for correct subtraction
1

(ii)     50 (g)
1
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(iii)    20.1 (kJ)

allow propanol

ignore 3
1

(iv)    as the number of carbon atoms (in one molecule of alcohol) increases the heat
energy given out increases (when the alcohol is burned)

1

(v)     any two from:
•        no lid
•        no insulation
•        no draught shield

Allow heat / energy loss to surroundings for any one of these marks

•        incomplete combustion
•        inaccurate measurement
•        no repeats (to calculate a mean)

2

(iv)    -O-H
1

[14]

(a)     (i)      11
1

(ii)     4620 (J)

correct answer gains 2 marks with or without working

allow 4.62kJ for 2 marks

if answer is incorrect:

100 × 4.2 × 11 gains 1 mark

or

100 × 4.2 × (their temp. rise) gains 1 mark

or

100 × 4.2 × (their temp. rise) correctly calculated gains 2 marks
2

3

(b)     the temperature increases

allow gets hotter

allow heat / energy is given off
1

(c)     (i)      (energy of) products lower than (energy of) reactants

allow converse

allow arrow C points downwards
1

(ii)     A
1

[6]
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(a)    eg plastic (beaker) / insulation / lid / cover or any mention of enclosed

any sensible modification to reduce heat loss

ignore prevent draughts

ignore references to gas loss

ignore bomb calorimeter
1

4

(b)     all the substances react or all (the substances) react fully / completely or heat
evolved quickly or distribute heat

‘so they react’ is insufficient for the mark

accept increase chances of (successful) collisions / collision rate
increase

do not accept rate of reaction increase / make reaction faster
1

(c)     experiment 2 and
different / higher / initial / starting temperature

accept experiment 2 and the room is hotter / at higher temperature

do not accept temperature change / results higher
1

(d)     temperature change does not fit pattern

accept anomalous / odd or it is the lowest or it is lower than the
others or it is different to the others

‘results are different’ is insufficient
1

(e)     7 / 7.0
1

(f)     (100 × 4.2 × 7) = 2940

ecf from (e)
1

(g)     diagram A and
reaction exothermic / heat evolved / Δ H is negative / temperature rises

accept energy is lost (to the surroundings)

accept energy of products lower than reactants

allow arrow goes downwards
1

[7]

(a)     products are at a lower energy level than reactants

if candidate has drawn a profile for an endothermic reaction
penalise first marking point only

1

5

activation energy correctly drawn and labelled
1

ΔH correctly labelled
1
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(b)     (i)      –93 (kJ per mole)

correct answer with or without working gains 3 marks

allow 2 marks for +93 kJ per mole

if any other answer is seen award up to 2 marks for any two of the
steps below:

bonds broken (614 + 193) = 807 (kJ) or (614 + 193 + (4 × 413)) =
2459(kJ)

bonds formed (348 + 276 + 276) = 900(kJ) or 348 + (2 × 276) + (4 ×
413) = 2552(kJ)

bonds broken – bonds formed

allow ecf for arithmetical errors
3

(ii)     more energy is released when the bonds (in the products) are formed
1

than is needed to break the bonds (in the reactants)

if no other marks gained, allow 1 mark for energy released for bond
making and energy used for bond breaking

1

[8]

(a)     (i)      endothermic

could be answered by indicating the correct word in the box
1

6

(ii)     final temperatures got lower or temperature went down

ignore comments on energy
1

(b)     polystyrene / plastic cup or description of insulation / lagging container

ignore references to a lid
1

because (polystyrene) is an insulator or prevents heat / energy gain (and so
temperature is more accurate)

allow references to heat loss or glass conducts / absorbs heat
1
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(c)     variable: volume or mass or amount of water

1 mark for variable and 1 mark for reason linked to that variable

maximum of 4 marks for two variables and two explanations

reason: the greater the volume / mass of water, the more heat energy it contains or
the smaller the temperature change will be

do not allow ‘time taken to heat’

variable: start temperature or temperature of water

reason: the higher the start temperature, the more heat energy it contains or the
higher the final temperature will be

do not allow higher temperature change

variable: the time at which the temperature is measured

reason: if left longer may gain heat energy from surroundings or warm up or if
measured too soon not all ammonium chloride will have dissolved so less
temperature change

variable: rate of dissolution or speed of dissolving or amount of stirring

reason: if it dissolves faster or is stirred faster then it will cool more quickly or small
particles dissolve faster

max. 4

(d)     (i)      all 7 points correct

at least 4 points plotted correctly scores 1 mark
2

(ii)     straight line through first 3 or 4 points

lines must be drawn with a ruler
1

straight line through last three points

if no other marks awarded allow curve joining lines for 1 mark
1

(iii)    valid extrapolation of line back to mass of 0 g
1

correct value read from graph

award 1 mark for 20 − 21 if no extrapolation shown
1

(e)     not all of the ammonium chloride would dissolve

allow water limiting factor or all water used
1
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so no more heat would be absorbed

or

the solution is saturated (1)

allow water limiting factor or all water used

so some ammonium chloride remains solid or not all will dissolve (1)
1

(f)     greater volume of water was used or volume was twice as large

allow different volume of water
1

so temperature decrease was less than the first student’s result

allow so final temperature was higher

or

starting temperature / room temperature was higher (1)

so final temperature was greater than the first student’s result (1)

accept by 6 °C or was any value in range 26 − 27°C
1

[18]

(a)     (i)      any one from:

•        incorrect measurement of temperature or volume
•        incorrect recording of temperature
•        failure to stir
•        heat loss

ignore faulty equipment
1

7

(ii)     32 - 33
1

(iii)    55
1

(iv)    20
1

(v)     4620

allow 4.62 kJ for 2 marks
1

J / joules

allow kJ if evidence of dividing by 1000

mark independently, but if a numerical answer has been divided by
1000 must be kJ.

allow ecf from their answers to (iii) and (iv)
1
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(b)     twice as much energy released
1

but twice as much water to heat

allow more energy released but more water to heat for 2 marks

if no other mark awarded, allow twice the amount of hydrochloric
acid used for 1 mark

1

[8]

(a)     (i)      energy / heat of products less than energy of reactants

allow converse

allow products are lower than reactants

allow more energy / heat given out than taken in

allow methanol is lower

allow energy / heat is given out / lost

allow ΔH is negative
1

8

(ii)     lowers / less activation energy

allow lowers energy needed for reaction
or it lowers the peak/ maximum

do not allow just ‘lowers the energy’
1

(b)     (i)      (8 × 435) + 497 = 3977

accept: bonds broken: (2 × 435) + 497 = 1367
1

(6 × 435) + (2 × 336) + (2 × 464) = 4210

bonds made: (2 × 336) + (2 × 464) = 1600
1

3977 – 4210 = (–) 233

energy change:

1367 – 1600 = (–) 233

ignore sign

allow ecf

correct answer (233) = 3 marks with or without working
1

(ii)     energy released forming (new) bonds is greater than energy needed to break
(existing) bonds

allow converse

do not accept energy needed to form (new) bonds greater than
energy needed to break (existing) bonds

1

[6]
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